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Intelligence

Can arti�cial intelligence help solve
sturgeon farming riddles in Japan?

14 August 2023
By Bonnie Waycott

A collaborative initiative in Japan explores at how arti�cial
intelligence could make sturgeon farming more
predictable
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Caviar, made from the salted eggs (or roe) of sturgeon, is an expensive delicacy in Japan. With wild
sturgeon greatly endangered due to over�shing and pollution, caviar is synonymous with extravagance
– the fewer sturgeon there are to produce roe, the more di�cult it is to obtain.

Aquaculture could be a possible answer to securing steady caviar supplies, but sturgeon farming in
Japan hasn’t expanded much because it takes an extraordinary amount of time and effort – for one
thing, the �sh need to be reared for at least six to seven years before they reach sexual maturity.
Compounding matters is the fact that male and female sturgeons remain indistinguishable for two to
three years following birth, so breeding staff must possess specialized skills and conduct long-term
monitoring. Inventories can suffer losses due to overfeeding or environmental changes, such as
�uctuations in water temperature.

One way of tackling these challenges may lie in arti�cial intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things (IoT)
technology, according to Japanese telecommunications and Internet �rm Softbank Corp
(https://www.softbank.jp/en/corp/). Since 2020, the company has been working with the Faculty of
Fisheries Sciences at Hokkaido University and the town of Bifuka, also in Hokkaido, to establish low-
cost, e�cient sturgeon farming methods using AI and IoT.

By examining image data, they are being used to automatically detect, count and track sturgeon,
determine the swimming styles of individual �sh and simulate schooling behavior. This March, the
parties signed a three-way industry, academia and government partnership agreement with the aim of
further raising the production and quality of sturgeon.

A collaborative initiative in Japan explores at how arti�cial intelligence
could make sturgeon farming more predictable and caviar supplies
steadier.

https://www.softbank.jp/en/corp/
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(https://events.seafoodfromscotland.org/)

“One of our faculty’s goals is to revitalize �sheries in Hokkaido,” Yasuaki Takagi, dean of the Faculty of
Fisheries Sciences at Hokkaido University (https://www2.�sh.hokudai.ac.jp/language-english/), told
the Advocate. “For many years, we have been working with local municipalities in the prefecture,
including Bifuka town, where we have been promoting the region through sturgeon farming since the
1980s. Today, sturgeon aquaculture in the town is scaling up, and with this is an increasing need to
incorporate technology for more effective farming methods.”

“Our goal is to develop a new, superior strain of sturgeon that has never been farmed before,” said Yuko
Ishiwaka of Softbank. “We will gather the necessary data using our own technology, the high-level
rearing techniques being used in Bifuka town and Hokkaido University’s technology and knowledge of
sturgeon.”

The collaboration will leverage Softbank’s image analysis and machine learning technologies to
identify individual sturgeon that are reared at Bifuka Town’s aquaculture facility, analyze their
movements and behavior and produce simulations. Hokkaido University will analyze the ecology,

In Japan, aquaculture is deployed in the
defense of endangered species

Tokyo University researchers have learned to spawn fish from germline
stem cells in vitro, a method that can be deployed to help endangered
species.
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anatomy and musculoskeletal structure of the sturgeon, while Bifuka town will be responsible for
implementing farming practices based on Softbank’s technologies and Hokkaido University’s
aquaculture and biology expertise.

In 2020, work began with the dissection of sturgeon at Hokkaido University, with their bones and
muscles then sketched in great detail. Afterward, Softbank spent three years generating a 3DCG (three-
dimensional computer graphics) model using anatomical data from Hokkaido University and studying
how the bones and muscles of the sturgeon are attached. Since then, Softbank has generated a 3DCG
simulation model for swimming behavior, including swarming, schooling and milling.

“Sturgeon farming is extremely challenging,” said Takagi. “To address these challenges, �rstly we need
more research into the reproductive physiology of sturgeon for more stable egg and sperm production.
We also need an agreed-upon de�nition of ‘good sturgeon’ and selective breeding of parent �sh.
Compared to other species, it takes sturgeon an extremely long time to become adults and breeding
them in research institutes in Japan is di�cult, so we also need farms that can produce a steady
supply of seedlings.”

Takagi said it’s possible to import good quality seedlings from outside of Japan, but with that comes
the risk of importing pathogens. He said there’s also a need to establish measures against disease in
sturgeon: In Japan, very little research has been done in this �eld, so without specialists, “it will be
impossible to act when disease occurs.”

“If we can study the ecology of sturgeon even further and simulate not just their musculoskeletal
growth but also other areas like organ development or reproduction, we will be able to simulate other
aspects such as spawning behavior in tens or hundreds of generations of sturgeon,” said Ishiwaka.

Japanese telecommunications and Internet �rm Softbank Corp. has
been working with the Faculty of Fisheries Sciences at Hokkaido
University to establish low-cost, e�cient sturgeon farming methods
using AI and IoT. By examining image data, they are being used to
automatically detect, count and track sturgeon, determine the
swimming styles of individual �sh and simulate schooling behavior.
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“Eventually, we could simulate the main rearing processes on a sturgeon farm and discover more
e�cient farming techniques.”

This ability to simulate rearing processes is extremely important, said Takagi. If a steady supply of
farmed sturgeon could eventually be produced because of this work, it may lead to new technical
breakthroughs in aquaculture and contribute to more e�cient farming methods for other species.
Simulations can also be used for preliminary planning, to obtain and visualize detailed information on
reared individuals and act as a decision-making tool for better farm management.

“As the global population increases, it is clear that we cannot rely on �sheries alone as a source of
marine protein,” said Takagi. “There is a lot of attention on the growth and development of aquaculture
and our work is important for this. In addition, starting something like aquaculture, which requires large-
scale investment, can be very risky for some countries. We believe that being able to simulate rearing
methods through AI and IoT is extremely important to reduce that risk.”

@GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)
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